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A quarter full of awards,
investments and a huge loss
Time flies by! The past months Brewery
Huyghe has focused on finalising the
investments in the bottling line and the
decision to reuse wastewater as of 2016.
READ MORE

In Memoriam Roger Van Loo 1939 - 2015
We have lost Roger, a beautiful person. Roger was always positive, a family man,
friend of many people also outside of Melle, always available, always willing to help.
Even if he did not manage to solve things himself, he always knew to whom to go to
find a solution.
READ MORE

Averbode Abbey beer wins
Sparflex award for best
packaging
Averbode Abbey beer has won the
Sparflex award for the most attractive
packaging. Especially the serene and
stylish appeal, combined with the glass,
was highly appreciated.
READ MORE

Beers of Brewery Huyghe
continue to win awards
Our beers continue to win prizes. Delirium
Tremens won a gold medal and Averbode
abbey beer and Mongozo Buckwheat
White both a bronze medal at the
International Beer Challenge in London.
READ MORE

Expansion sheltered workplace
The collaboration with the sheltered workplace Ryhove-De Mereld is very positive.
The 450 m2 now already turns out to be too small for the employees who amongst
other prepare export packaging. This is why we are adding an extra floor of 2000m2
to the stock shed of 2500 m2. This means more people can be employed and services
can be expanded.

Sustainability
Yet again brewery Huyghe has integrated a
number of measures in order to improve
its sustainable profile
READ MORE

Expansion of the stock room behind textile factory Unica
When we started construction works of the new stock shed along the Eikerwegel, it
became clear that we lacked space to stock valuable empty bottles, drums that
needed to be repaired and machinery. The urge for more storage capacity forced us
to pave a part of the terrain behind the textile factory Unica with concrete stelcom
slabs. The Unica factory is still being used as a textile warehouse and behind it, the
brewery will now stock items, which are needed sporadically.

The brewery continues to grow
The first 7 months of 2015 the turnover
increased by 15%. As a consequence of a
strategic shift of the brewery, the volume
however only increased by 2%...
READ MORE

Did you know that ...
Tens of people have come to the brewery in a sustainable way on World Environment
Day on 5 June? In total more than 1000 km was travelled in a sustainable way.
Obviously, everyone who made the effort was rewarded with beer packages

READ MORE
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